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Abstract� This paper presents the numerical analysis for a vari�

ational formulation of rate�independent phase transformations in

elastic solids due to Mielke et al� The new model itself suggests an

implicit time�discretization which is combined with the �nite ele�

ment method in space� A priori error estimates are established for

the quasioptimal spatial approximation of the stress �eld within

one time�step� A posteriori error estimates motivate an adaptive

mesh�re�ning algorithm for e�cient discretization� The proposed

scheme enables numerical simulations which show that the model

allows for hysteresis�

�� Introduction

Typical features of phase transformations in solids include formation
of �ne phase mixtures in processes under which the material relaxes to
an equilibrium con�guration� In engineering applications� a typical size
of the domain is several orders of magnitude larger than a character�
istic length of the evolving microstructure� A numerical simulation of
inhomogeneous boundary value problems therefore requires simpli�ed
phenomenological models� Here an averaging or relaxation procedure
leads to a formulation �RIP� that can be interpreted as a macroscopic
description of the material behavior� The original and the relaxed
problem in the framework of single crystals of shape memory alloys are
explored in �BJ�	� BJ
�� Kha��� Roi	�� Koh
�� their numerical anal�
ysis for the direct and relaxed minimization in �Lus
�� CP
	� CP��
and references quoted therein�
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This paper focuses on the numerical analysis of a mathematical
model due to Mielke et al� �MT

� MTL�� for the �quasistatic� evolu�
tion of phase transformations and hysteresis e�ects in crystalline solids�

The resulting Relaxed Incremental Problem �RIP� reads� Given an ini�

tial phase mixture �� and a time�discretization � � t� � � � � � tJ�� �
tJ � T � seek mixtures �j � ��� �� L���� ��� �N�� j � �� �� � � � � J � which

solve the minimization problem

�RIP� Irlx�tj� �j��� �j� � min
�����

Irlx�tj� �j��� ���

Here� Irlx�t� �� �� is the explicitly�known relaxation of the energy func�
tional I�t� �� �� � E�t� �� � D��� �� at the time t for the macroscopic
mixtures �� � � ���� E�t� �� is the free energy and D��� �� is the dissi�
pation for the re�arrangement of � into � � ��� �see below��

The lowest order �nite element analysis approximates the mixtures
by T �piecewise constants with respect to a regular triangulation T
�Cia	�� BS
�� The energy E�t� �� involves deformations which mini�
mize energy� their lowest order �nite element approximation employs
continuous T �piecewise a�ne �nite elements� In each time step j� a
discrete solution ��tj� of �RIP� exists but is not necessarily unique�
Therefore� the error analysis faces severe di�culties caused by multiple
solutions and the lack of uniform or even strict convexity� Neverthe�
less� we prove uniqueness and a quasioptimal error estimate for the
exact and discrete stress �eld� establish a posteriori error control� and
suggest an adaptive algorithm for e�cient mesh�design� Control of the
time�discretization error� however� lies beyond our analysis�

The paper and its main results are organized as follows� Section �
provides a brief introduction into the variational model� The homoge�
nization step from microstructure to a macroscopic description is per�
formed in Section � on the level of mathematical relaxation of the en�
ergy functional� We provide explicit formulae for the energy densities in
Irlx in case of two �linearized� wells and equal elastic moduli� Section �
introduces the spatial discretization and establishes uniqueness of the
macroscopic stress and convergence of its discrete approximations� In
contrast to a direct minimization �Lus
�� the discrete solution of the
relaxed formulation here is not required to exhibit rapid oscillations to
decrease the energy� Therefore� a numerical computation of discrete
minimizers is feasible with su�cient accuracy and quasioptimal a pri�
ori stress error estimates can be derived� Based on the a posteriori
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stress error estimate of Section �� we suggest an adaptive algorithm
for automatic mesh�re�nement� Numerical examples in Section � es�
tablish hysteresis as a typical feature of the numerical �hence of the

mathematical� model�

�� Mathematical model

This section introduces the mathematical model for a material body
that occupies an open� connected� and bounded set � � R

d �d � �� ��
with the Lipschitz boundary � �� �� and its closed subset �D � � of
positive Hausdor� measure� An equilibrium con�guration consists of a
�ne mixture of N phases� i�e�� an N �tuple of characteristic functions

� � ������ � � � � ��N�� � � � L���� f�� �gN��
where ��j��x� � � if the phase j is found at the material point x and
��j��x� � � otherwise� The N phases di�er by their transformation
strains Ej � Rd�d

sym at the energy W �
j which de�ne the energy density

�potentials� of the separate phase Wj�

Wj�E� � hE � Ej� C �E � Ej�i�W �
j �

with an �equal� elastic tensor C � Here� hE� F i �� Pd
j�k��EjkFjk de�

notes the standard Euclidean scalar product in Rd�d
sym and Rd�d

sym denotes
the symmetric real d � d matrices� The energy density of a phase
arrangement sums up to

W��E� ��
NX
j��

��j�Wj�E� for � � � and E � Rd�d
sym ����

Given a phase mixture � and a displacement v with the �linear� Green
strain tensor 	�v� �� �rv �rvT �
� � Rd�d

sym � the elastic energy reads

E��� v� ��
Z
�

W��	�v�� dx ����

External �time�dependent� forces� at the time t� are described by

L�t� v� � �
Z
�

f � v dx�
Z
�N

g � v d� for v � V

with given f � L����Rd�� g � L���N �R
d� and� uD � W ������Rd�� Set

V �� fv � W ������Rd� � v � uD on �Dg and� for N � ��

� �� f������ ����� � L���� f�� �g�� � ���� � �� ���� � f�� �gg �
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�We use standard notation for Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces�� Then�
the total free energy of the arrangement � � � at a time t is

E�t� �� �� inf
v�V

�Z
�

NX
j��

��j�Wj�	�v�� dx� L�t� v�
�
�

This paper addresses the model of quasi�static phase transitions
�MT

� MTL�� with dissipation from the re�arrangement of the phase
con�guration � to the actual arrangement �� A change of the phase
arrangement � into � dissipates the energy

D��� �� ��
Z
�

D��� �� dx ��

Z
�

� j�� �j dx �

The Lipschitz�continuous but non�smooth choice D��� �� � � j� � �j
for some � � � results in a rate�independent model �MT

� MTL�� in
contrast� e�g�� to the �smoother� quadratic ansatz of �KMS

�
The variational approach of �MT

� MTL�� is based on a stability

assumption� An arrangement � is called stable at a time t if

E�t� �� �D��� �� � E�t� �� for all � � � �

This maximum dissipation principle ensures that the system accom�
modates the minimum energy con�guration at each point along the
loading cycle� The hypothesis that the total energy achieves a global
minimum at each time t suggests a time evolution formulation�

De�nition ��� �Incremental Problem�� Given an initial phase arrange�
ment �� and a time�discretization � � t� � � � � � tj�� � tj � � � � �
tJ � T � seek a solution �j � �� j � �� �� � � � � J � of

�IP� E�tj� �j� �D��j��� �j� � inf
���

fE�tj� �� �D��j��� ��g �

The energy function E does not lead to a well�posed problem in case
of physically relevant forms of the functional D� The minimization
problem �IP� may have no minimizers in the set of admissible arrange�
ments �� Hence� problem �IP� is replaced by its relaxation �RIP� in
the subsequent section�

�� Relaxation of a two�phase problem

This section is devoted to explicit formulae for the relaxed problem
�RIP� with N � � wells� For a time � � t � T and a mixture � in �
�and below in ��� � L���� ��� �N�� the energy I�t� �� ���

I�t� �� �� �� E�t� �� �D��� ���
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does not necessarily attain its in�mum for � � �� The in�mal energy

lim inf
k��

I�t� �� �k� for an in�mising sequence ��k�
�
 ����

�with a weak limit � in L���� ��� �N�� may not be attained in �� Notice
that� with N � �� the weak limit � belongs to

��� �� f������ ����� � L���� ��� ��� � � � ���� � �� ���� � �g
� f��� �� �� � � � L���� ��� ��g�

The in�mal energy obtained from an in�mising sequence in ��� de�nes
the lower semi�continuous envelope Irlx�t� �� ���

Irlx�t� �� �� �� inf
��k�

�
��

lim inf
k��

I�t� �� �k�����

where �� � � ��� and the argument in the �rst in�mum runs over all
sequences with the weak limit ��

De�nition ��� �Relaxed Incremental Problem�� Given an initial �� �
��� and a time�discretization � � t� � � � � � tj�� � tj � � � � � T �

�RIP� minimize Irlx�t� �j��� �j� for �j � ����

Proposition ���� For �xed � �� ��� � � �� � ���� the quasiconvexi��
cation of W��F � � �W��E� � ��� ��W��E� reads

W qc
� �F � � �W��E� � ��� ��W��E�� ����� �� with E � symF

for some parameter � � �� Then� for �� � � ���� we have

Irlx�t� �� �� �� inf
v�V

�Z
�

W qc
� �rv� dx� L�t� v�

�
�

Z
�

� j� � �j dx�

Proof� The formula for W qc
� �F � is due to �Koh
� and � is de�ned

therein� The general result on Irlx is due to �MT

� MTL�� and
hence we give only a sketch of the proof and refer to their work for
details�
With the concept of cross�quasiconvexi�cation of �DR

 �or the con�

cept of A�quasiconvexi�cation �FM

�� it remains to verify that �given
�� the functional

w�F� �� �� W qc
� �F � � � j� � �j

is the largest cross�quasiconvex function below �E substitutes symF �

w�F� �� ��W��F � � � j� � �j�
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Such a function w is called cross�quasiconvex if for any sequence �vj�
�

v in W ������ and any sequence ��j�
� � in L���� we haveZ

�

w�rv� ��dx � lim inf
j��

Z
�

w�rvj� �j�dx�

Hence� for �xed �� wcqc��� �� is quasiconvex and we obtain

wcqc�F� �� � w�F� �� � w�F� ���

It will be shown in �MTL�� that W cq
� �F � is cross�quasiconvex in �F� ��

�Koh
�� Mie��� MTL��� This is the key of the proof which is then
easily �nished� Since w�F� �� is the sum of a cross�quasiconvex func�
tion W qc

� �F � and the convex function � j�� �j� it is cross�quasiconvex�
Hence� wcqc�F� �� � w�F� ���

The numerical treatment of �RIP� in Algorithm ��� below exchanges
the order of the two minimizations� The resulting problem involves an
explicit representation of Irlx� The description and solution of which in
Algorithm ��� requires the following formulae� where for each E � Rd�d

sym

and real r and s�

��E� �
�

��
�W��E��W��E�� �

�

�
�

H�r� s� �

�������
������

�
��
r if s � � �

��
�

�
��
r � �

�
�s� �

��
�� if � �

��
� s � r � �

��
�

�
�
r� � rs if r � �

��
� s � r � �

��
�

� �
��
r � �

�
�s� �

��
�� if r � �

��
� s � � � �

��
�

�
��
��� r� � �

�
� s if s � � � �

��
�

M�r� s� �

�������
������

� if s � � �
��
�

s� �
��

if � �
��
� s � r � �

��
�

r if r � �
��
� s � r � �

��
�

s� �
��

if r � �
��
� s � � � �

��
�

� if s � � � �
��
�

A certain projection onto the space of symmetric matrices determines
the constant �� � � � � �

�
hE� � E�� C �E� � E��i� The two wells

�transformation strains� E� and E� are called compatible� if

E� � E� �
�

�
�a� b� b� a� for some a� b � R

d ����

In this case� � � �
�
hE� � E�� C �E� � E��i and W qc is a convex C�

function� cf� �Koh
� for details about two incompatible wells�
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Algorithm ���� �i� Compute a minimizer uj � V of

min
v�V

�Z
�

�W��	�v�� � ��H��j��� ��	�v���� dx � L�tj� v�

�
�

�ii� Compute new arrangements �j �� ��j� �� �j� � ��� by

�j �M��j��� ��	�uj����

The feasibility of Algorithm ��� and the next proposition imply ex�
istence of solutions of �RIP��

Proposition ���� Algorithm ��� computes a solution �j of �RIP��

Proof� The proof is a direct application of Proposition ���� the relax�
ation procedure of �Koh
� and� for �xed E� a pointwise minimization
of the function

W��E�� ����� �� �
p
�� j���� � �j over � � ���� � � �

We omit the details of a lengthy but elementary calculation�

�� Finite element approximation and convergence

This section is devoted to the a priori error analysis of the spatial
discretization of step �i� of Algorithm ��� and uniqueness of the exact
and discrete stress variables�
Let Vh � V be a �nite element space based on a triangulation T of

the domain� Given �j�� and the energy Ej in step �i� of Algorithm ����

Ej�v� ��
Z
�

�W��	�v�� � ��H��j��� ��	�v���� dx� L�tj� v��
suppose that u � V minimizes Ej in V and uh � Vh minimizes Ej in Vh�
Then� let ��	�u�� and �h �� ��	�uh�� be the exact and discrete stress
�elds� respectively� where

��E� � C �E � E��� �sH�r� s�C �E� � E�� ����

The main a priori result of this paper states that the stress error
converges quasioptimally in the energy norm�

Theorem ���� Suppose E�� E� � Rd�d
sym

are compatible and that u � V
and uh � Vh are an exact and discrete minimizer of Ej� Then�

kC �������	�u��� ��	�uh���kL���� � min
vh�Vh

kC ����	�u� vh��kL�����
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Remarks ���� �a� Each of the continuous and the discrete stress �elds
is unique even though u and uh may be non�unique� �This follows from
the proof below��

�b� Another interesting consequence of the arguments below is that
��	�u�� belongs to W ���

loc ���R
d�d
sym� �CM�� but higher regularity results

for u are unexpected �cf� �Ser
� for a similar case��

�c� The right�hand side minvh�Vh kC ����	�u� vh��kL���� in the theorem
tends to zero as the mesh�size of the shape�regular triangulation tends
to zero �by density�� The convergence speed� though quasioptimal�
cannot further be quanti�ed as higher regularity of u is not known�
�d� The multiplicative constant on the right�hand side in Theorem ���
is indeed ��
�e� Note that �j�� is not generally known and so requires an approxi�
mation that involves an error from previous time�steps� Theorem ���
ignores this error source and merely analyses one single time�step�
�f� We failed to prove strong error estimates for

j� � �hj � jM��j��� ��	�u����M��j��� ��	�uh���j
of the step �ii� in Algorithm ���� As a consequence� there is no error
analysis for the time�discretization available at the moment�

The proof given below is based on the following estimate�

Lemma ���� Suppose E�� E� � Rd�d
sym

are two distinct compatible trans�
formation strains and the relaxed stress �eld ��E� is de�ned as the de�
rivative of W��E� � ��H��� ��E��� Then we have ��� and the mapping
� � Rd�d

sym
� Rd�d

sym
is Lipschitz continuous and monotone with

jC �������E�� ��F ��j� � h��E�� ��F �� �E � F �i �
Proof� From the formulae of the previous section we obtain the stress
�eld ���� Direct calculation shows that the function g�s� �� �sH�r� s�
is continuous and piecewise a�ne� Moreover the functions g�s� and
f�s� �� s� g�s� are monotone decreasing and increasing� respectively�
De�ne a �� ��E� and b �� ��F � for two symmetric matrices E� F and
notice that h�E � F �� C �E� � E��i � ���b� a�� Then we calculate�

h��E�� ��F �� C �����E�� ��F ��i � hE � F � ��E�� ��F �i
� h�C �E � F �� �g�a�� g�b��C �E � F ��� �g�a�� g�b���E � F �i
� �g�b�� g�a������b� a� � ���g�b�� g�a���

� ���g�b�� g�a���f�b�� f�a�� � ��
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Proof of Theorem ���� The continuous and discrete Euler�Lagrange
equations and the de�nitions of � imply the Galerkin orthogonalityZ

�

h��	�u��� ��	�uh��� 	�vh�i dx � � for each vh � Vh�

This� Lemma ���� and Cauchy inequalities show� for vh � Vh� thatZ
�

jC �������	�u��� ��	�uh���j� dx

�
Z
�

h��	�u��� ��	�uh��� 	�u� uh�i dx

�

Z
�

h��	�u��� ��	�uh��� 	�u� vh�i dx

� kC �������	�u��� ��	�uh���kL���� kC ���	�u� vh�kL�����

�� A posteriori error control and adaptive mesh

refinement

This section is devoted to an a posteriori analysis for the stress error�
Let � have a polyhedral boundary �� and let T be a regular triangu�
lation of � into closed d�simplices in the sense of Ciarlet �Cia	�� BS
��
To simplify the notation� we restrict ourselves to triangles� parallelo�
grams� tetrahedra� and parallelepipeds� The set of all faces in T is
denoted as F while the skeleton �F �

SF is the set of all elements�
boundary points� and the boundary conditions do not change within

one face�
Suppose that� under the conditions of Theorem ���� some discrete

solution uh � Vh and the discrete stress �h �� ��	�uh�� is known� Then�
the volume and edge residuals R � L����Rd� and J � L���F �R

d�
are de�ned as residuals from the strong form of the Euler�Lagrange
equation by

RjT �� �f � div�h�jT for T � T ��	�

J jE ��

���
��
��h � nE if E 	
 � �

g � �h � n if E 
 �N �

� if E 
 �D�

for all E � F ����

We denote by nE a �xed unit normal vector along E � F � n the outer
normal unit vector on �N � and the brackets �� denote a jump of the
discrete stress vectors �h � nE across the inner face E� Let hT be the
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diameter of T � T � hE be the diameter of E � F � and set

hT � �� ������ hT jT � hT for all T � T �

hF � �F � ������ hF jE � hE for all E � F �

Theorem ���� There exist positive constants c� and c�� which depend
only on the shape and not on the size of the elements in T � such that�
for all vh � Vh�

kC �������	�u��� �h�k�L����

� kr�u� vh�kL����

�
c�khTRkL���� � c�kh���E JkL���F �

	
�

Proof� The proof is based on the identities in the proof of Theorem ���
and involves elementwise integration by parts� trace inequalities� and
local approximation properties of quasi�interpolants� cf�� e�g�� �Ver
�
for details in a model problem� Since the arguments are related to those
exploited in �CP�� for a similar application� we omit the details�

Theorem ��� motivates the automatic mesh�re�nement scheme of
Algorithm ��� �see� e�g�� �EEHJ
�� Ver
� for heuristic arguments for
the design of adaptive schemes�� On each element� we de�ne

��T �� khTRk�L��T � � kh���
E
Jk�L��	T ��
�

as the re�nement indicator and calculate the global error estimator

�� ��
X
T�T

��T �����

Algorithm ���� �a� Start with a coarse mesh T�� k � ��
�b� Solve the discrete problem with respect to the actual mesh Tk�
�c� Compute �T from �
� for all T � Tk�
�d� Compute a given stopping criterion based on ���� and decide to
terminate or to continue and then go to �e��
�e� Mark the element T for �red� re�nement provided

�

�
max
T ��Tk

�T � � �T �

�f� Mark further elements �within a red�green�blue re�nement� to avoid
hanging nodes� De�ne the resulting mesh as the actual mesh Tk	��
update k and go to �b��
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Remarks ���� �a� An upper bound for kr�u� vh�kL���� depends on
the regularity �which is unknown� cf� �Ser
� in a similar case��
�b� The upper bound of kr�u�vh�kL���� � krukL���� can be computed

by growth conditions �and Korn�s inequality� without the knowledge
of higher regularity of the exact solution� This approach� however�
leads to a huge overestimation by a factor supvh�Vh krukL����
kr�u�
vh�kL���� which is expected of size O�

p
h�� In the terms of a posteriori

error analysis� the estimate of Theorem ��� is reliable but not e�cient�
�c� Estimates for the constants c� and c� may be found in �CF��a� For
planar triangulations into right isosceles triangles �halved squares�� we
found c�� c� � � in �CF��b�
�d� For details on red�green�blue re�nement strategies cf�� e�g�� �Ver
��
�e� The numerical experiments reported in the subsequent section em�
ployed a truncated Newton method within �each time step of� Algo�
rithm ���� The conjugate gradient method with an ILU preconditioner
computed the search directions from the sparse linear system of equa�
tions for the Hessian of the energy� This strategy allowed us to solve
medium�size problems up to ��k unknowns�

�� Numerical experiments

This section reports on numerical experiments with two di�erent
materials �Material A and B� and two di�erent geometries �Case I and
Case II�� The two material phases have the same isotropic elasticity ten�
sor C � CE � ���� GPa �TrE� Id � ���� GPa ��E � �TrE� Id �� trans�
formation strains from Table �� and minimal energies W �

� � W �
� � ��

The initial phase in Material A is �
���
� � �

���
� � �
� and in Material B

is �
���
� � �� �

���
� � ��

Material A Material B
CuZnAl

Phase transformation martensite�martensite austenite�martensite

Compatibility compatible incompatible

Transformation strain E�


 ��� �
� ��

� 

� �
� �

�

Transformation strain E�



�� �
� ���

� 

���� ���
��� ����

�
Table �� Transformation Strains for Material A and B
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The unit square � � ��� ��� is traction free on ��
N � ��

N and con�
sidered with two di�erent Dirichlet conditions on ��

D � ��
D depicted

in Figure �� The hysteresis loop is induced by cyclic changes of the

horizontal displacements u� � w�t� �� ����t for �� � t � � at ��
D�

The uniaxial tension test is modeled in Case I as the simplest ex�
periment for hysteresis loops� Only the �rst component u� of the dis�

placement �eld is �xed on ��
D ���

D while u� is completely free �the free
vertical translation is �xed at the node ��� �
�� � ��

D��

�

�y

x
�

�

��
D ��

D

��
N

��
N


 n��

u��w�t�

u���


 n��

�
��

�
��

�
��

�
��

� �

�y

x

��
D ��

D

��
N

��
N

u���
u���

u���
u��w�t�

�
��

�
��

�

�

�


 n��

�
��


 n��

�
��

Figure �� Con�guration in Case I �left� and Case II �right�
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Figure �� Load�displacement diagrams �left� and
global volume fractions along the loop �right� for Ma�
terial A in Case I�

The �rst set of numerical experiments concerns Case I with Mate�
rial A for � � � and a coarse triangulation T��� of ��� triangles� For
a positive integer K� T��K is designed by a uniform partition � into
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K � K congruent squares �each of size �
K� followed by a partition
of each such square into � congruent triangles by criss�cross re�nement
�i�e�� cutting the squares along the two diagonals��

The material deformed homogeneously �each square behaves in the
same way� and so the coarse mesh was �xed while di�erent time�steps
�t were employed for a load in the cycle in which the time parameter

t was monotonously moved from � up to �� then down to �� and up to
� again� The corresponding cycle is displayed in Figure � for �t � ���
and ���� where

F �t� �

Z
��
D

��h��� dx and ��t� ��

Z
�

�h dx

are plotted as a function of t� F �t� is the total force required to pull the
specimen� We observe a typical hysteresis loop which appears smoother
for �ner time�discretization� The phase change is displayed by the total
volume fraction ��t�� Our numerical experiments show that cyclic
stretching and compressing resulted in a stable plot�
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Figure �� Load�displacement diagrams �left� and
global volume fractions along the loop �right� for Ma�
terial A in Case II�

The same Material A is subject to the di�erent boundary condi�
tions of Case II in the second set of numerical experiments to model
a two�dimensional material behavior� The load�displacement diagram
�left� and global volume fractions �right� along the loop is displayed
in Figure � for di�erent time�steps �t � ��� and ���� and di�erent
meshes T��� and T���� with labels h � ��� and h � ����� The curves
show a rounded hysteresis loop which is qualitatively similar to that
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of Figure �� the �ner the discretization the smoother is the numeri�
cal approximation� Our interpretation is that the numerical scheme
converges to the curved loop which result from two�dimensional inho�

mogeneous stress and strain �elds�
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Figure �� Mesh T
 generated by Algorithm ��� with
�

� unknowns �right� and contours of j�hj on a �ne
mesh �right� for Material A in Case II�

Within the second set of experiments� we monitor the stress approx�
imation and the need of local mesh�re�nement� Figure � displays the
mesh T
 obtained at t � ���� after �� time�steps of Algorithm ��� with
�t � ���� on a mesh T���� to yield a coarse approximation to ��� and
then by one run of Algorithm ��� �at another time step for t � t����
The mesh T
 with ����� elements is generated by Algorithm ��� in 

re�nement steps and shows a high re�nement towards the corner points
of the domain� Since the type of boundary conditions changes at these
points� this is expected� high stress variations near the corner points of
the right �gure indicate necessary re�nement there�
To give quantitative evidence of an improvement of the approxima�

tions� by adaptive mesh�re�nements� we computed the energy and the
error estimator for two runs of Algorithm ��� and compared the results
in Figure ��
The dashed line displays the energy E�uN��E� �E� � �����	� is the

minimal energy calculated by extrapolation� versus the number of un�
knowns N for a uniform mesh�re�nement by successive red�re�nements
of T� � T����� Convergence of the energies is seen in Figure � for a
uniform and two adapted re�nement sequences with di�erent coarse
meshes �T� � T���� with �� elements resp� T� � red�re�nement of T����
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Figure �� Convergence of the energy E �left� and of a
posteriori error indicator � �right� for adaptively re�ned
meshes and uniform meshes for Material A in Case II�

with ��� elements�� In both cases� the adaptive meshes lead to smaller
energies but the convergence rate �of approximately �
�� for uniform
meshes is not signi�cantly improved�
This is not in contradiction to our theoretical results since our error

estimates do not cover the energy� While the exact stress is unknown�
the error estimator �N for the discrete stress �N �� ��	�uN�� is com�
putable� Note carefully� that a reliable version of Theorem ��� states

kC �������	�u��� �N �kL���� � C
p
�N

while the right plot of Figure � gives �N versus N � Hence the experi�
mental convergence rate about �
� of �N for the uniform �red� mesh�
re�nements corresponds to a poor guaranteed convergence of �
�� The
adaptive meshes show a much better behavior close the the optimal
linear convergence for �N �
This might be regarded as an experimental support for an improve�

ment of the adaptive mesh�generation over a naive uniform re�nement
at least for the upper stress�error bound �N �

In the third series of numerical experiments� the Material CuZnAl of
Table � with � � �� is considered in Case I� Note that the undeformed
body is in equilibrium for around t � � and so the starting point is
already part of the hysteresis loop�
Since the transformation strains are rotated against the symmetry

axis of the domain� this situation is not an uniaxial case� and� in con�
trast to Material A� the mechanical response is unsymmetric� Figure �
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Figure �� Load�displacement diagrams �left� and
global volume fractions along the loop �right� for Ma�
terial B in Case I�

shows load�displacement diagrams �left� and global volume fractions
along the loop for di�erent time�steps �t � ���� ����� and ���� and
di�erent meshes T��� and T���� as before� Several numerical tests con�
vinced us that the hysteresis loop is stable and can be reproduced many
times� For di�erent meshes and time�steps� however� the hysteresis loop
appears very di�erent�
The choice of transformation strains corresponds to an incompat�

ible austenite�martensite transformation� Therefore� the theoretical
estimates of this paper are not applicable� our numerical experiments
might support convergence of the scheme �in time and space� for this
example�

The �nal set of experiments concerns the same Material B in Case II�
Figure 	 displays load�displacement diagrams and global volume frac�
tions along the loop for di�erent time�steps and di�erent meshes as
before� All discretizations indicate the same hysteresis loop and from
looking at the �gures� one might �nd support for convergence in time
and space for this example�
The adaptive algorithms were run for the Material B as well but

did not improve the energy convergence signi�cantly� As there is no
theoretical link to the stress �eld in this incompatible case� we omit
further numerical results�
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